
 

 

Zipper Pouch Kit Instructions  

Material  
HyperD 300 laser cut fabric blank, ready to sew 

Components (*prepackaged) 
(12") #3 Uretek YKK coil zipper 
(1) #3 reverse-mount YKK slider 
(6") 1.5 mm Black Drawcord 
(6”) 3/4" mil-spec grosgrain   

These instructions can be used for the following DIY kits: 

Zipper Pouch Kit 

Dyneema Zipper Pouch Kit 

*Note - We suggest using a 1/8” seam allowance throughout this project to ensure a 
proper fit for your various credit cards etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ripstopbytheroll.com/collections/diy-accessory-kits/products/zipper-pouch-kit
https://ripstopbytheroll.com/collections/diy-accessory-kits/products/dyneema-composite-zipper-pouch-kit


 

Step 1 – Start by laying out your fabric blank WRONG side facing up. If you’re using 
HyperD 300, the wrong side is the PU coated or shiny side of the material. If you’re using 
Dyneema Composite, the wrong side is the non-woven, Dyneema side of the material. 

Also, lay out your Uretek zipper section with the coated/shiny side facing up. See pic 
below. 

  

Next, separate the two halves of the zipper and sew each onto the short sides (width) of 
the fabric, taking note of two important points: 

1. Zipper halves should be shiny/coated side FACING UP. 

2. Toothed edge of each zipper half should be facing inward toward the center of the 
fabric blank, NOT facing the edge of the fabric blank. See pic below for detail. 

   



 

Step 2 - Fold the fabric back right-side-up and flip the zipper so that your original stitch 
line is hidden, then sew another line of top stitching on each side to provide a professional 
look and lock down the zipper tape.  

   

 

 



 

Step 3 - Now it is time to attach the zipper slider. You might find it easier to cut the left 
side of the separated zipper short for this process. Slide the zipper through the slider on 
the right side, line up the fabric, and slide the left side of the zipper through.  

 

Now that it is fully attached, be sure to check that the fabric is lined up. Reference our ZPP 
Kit video if you need more help on zipper slider attachment/alignment. 

Note that this part can be tricky and a bit frustrating, especially if it’s your first time 
attaching a zipper slider. Don’t give up. If you have trouble, here are some additional video 
resources on attaching coil zipper sliders that you may find useful:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNm2umG8Z64 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fwy5Z2mgCA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNm2umG8Z64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fwy5Z2mgCA


 

Step 4 - Flip the pouch inside out and arrange the zipper so that it sits about 3/8” to 1/2” 
from the top if the pouch. Line the other side up the same way, and sew a 1/8”, straight 
stitch seam down each side of the pouch. If you wish to utilize the grosgrain tabs, now 
would be the time to place them inside the seam at the zipper tape position.  

 

Step 5 - Trim off any excess zipper/grosgrain tab that may remain and flip the pouch 
right-side-out. Almost finished! 

 



 

Step 6 - If you wish, attach some of the drawcord onto the zipper pull for convenience, 
finish with an overhand knot, and seal with lighter. Congrats. You’re done! 

 

 

 


